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SoL becoming part of UK legal 
requirements for teachers



Introducing SoL to Teacher 
Training at University of Bristol        
             (in 2017)

1. Assemble a team 
2. Interrelate perspectives
3. Develop content
4. Plan delivery
5. Monitor and assure



We provide a “toolkit” for 
understanding classroom practice 



SoL concepts selected for their 
explanatory value for practice 

Evidence-based established good practices
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SoL impacts value of  scientific 
vs. performative beliefs

• Performative concept: “A lesson must have a 
beginning, a middle and an end” – offers little 
insight but sounds/looks good

• Scientific concept: "Children’s brain circuitry for 
connecting new information to prior knowledge is still 
developing” – not prescriptive but offers 
insight

• 585 teachers asked how valuable concepts 
were before and after receiving 90-min CPD 
session on EBC. 
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Years of experience Age

Teacher beliefs change with age 
and experience



90 minutes Professional Development increased SoL + 
decreased performativity ratings 6 weeks later

Howard-Jones et al. (2020). 
Professional Development on 
the Science of Learning and 
teachers' Performative 
Thinking—A Pilot Study. Mind, 
Brain and Education, 14(3), 267-
278. 



(Small effect – and not even statistically significant at EY or 
primary – Sims et al. 2021)

BUT: When does teacher 
professional development lead to 
improved student learning?

Improved 
learning?

Teacher 
Professional 
Development/ITE



A crucial knowledge GAP for 
SoL professional development

Little EVIDENCE – Nothing experimental about:

• How teachers think about learning, and its 
relation to their teaching & student learning

• How SoL concepts impact their thinking, 
practice, effectiveness

 



Engage Understand Value Consider Adapt Sustain

Research…
what 

research?
What’s this 
all about? Would I 

want it?
Will I do it?

How am 
doing it?

It’s a part 
of our 

practice

The journey from research to practice

Howard-Jones et al., 2023 EARLI ‘23



Engage Understand Value Consider Adapt Sustain

Research…
what 

research?
What’s this 
all about? Would I 

want it?
Will I do it?

How am 
doing it?

It’s a part 
of our 

practice

Aligned with 
what educators 
care about? 

Platforms and 
brokerage? 

Novel, shared, 
with some 
autonomy?

Expression of 
balance, 
magnitudes, 
uncertainty?

Inclusion of 
educators needs 
and knowledge?

Aligned with 
professional 
identity?

Associated with 
successful 
professionals?

Congruent with 
educator/school 
values?

Is there peer 
support?

Personal 
resources to do 
this?

Tested in and 
user-friendly for  
context?

Adaptations 
monitored?

Adaptations guided 
by professional 
development, 
resources and 
school system?

School 
leadership 
support?

Long-term 
networks?

Impact evidence 
for school and 
teachers?

The journey from research to practice

Howard-Jones et al., 2023 EARLI ‘23



A Science of Teaching? Online 
micro-teaching…
• Adults with a range of teaching experiences teach each other an 

uncommon (L2) language for 15 minutes 
• “Teacher” has 10 minutes to prepare, “student” does pre/post test). 

• Build and Consolidate teaching 
behaviours predict learning

• When “engage” teaching behaviour 
measured by counting praise words, 
this negatively predicts learning (so 
context very important)

• Experience as language teacher does 
not impact learning outcomes

• Qualitative analysis shows massive 
diversity in teaching approach 

• Now studying impact of SoL on teacher 
thinking, practice, effectiveness



Numbers in brackets: Sets of 
teachers exhibiting a teaching 
behaviour 

Numbers not in brackets: 
Intersections showing number 
of teachers sharing practices.

Diversity in consolidation 
teaching behaviours 
(N=40)



Summary
• Teachers value SoL research findings for 
providing insight into their own practices 

• We know little about the “journey” - from 
teachers grasping research findings to 
enhancing their students’ learning – except 
that it doesn’t often happen!

• Experimental investigation of teaching (“A 
Science of Teaching”) should be the next 
important step for SoL
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